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Note to Readers:

To better comprehend the content of this 

presentation, please refer to the video-recorded 

version of this presentation available on the 

tol.ca/stepcode





















Let’s get into some 

fun science!





















Assemblies to Watch For!



Assembly # 1

Above Grade Wall



Assembly # 1



Low drying potential when exposed to incidental moisture

Assembly # 1



Assembly # 2

Above Grade Wall



Assembly # 2



Watch for potential risk of convective looping around 

the insulation and the resultant condensation. 

Convective looping is a different mechanism than air 

leakage, and becomes an important factor to watch 

for in assemblies in which air barrier is located 

outboard of the thermal insulation, such as 

sheathing membrane in Assembly # 2

Verification of site-applied perm rating of the vapour

retarding paint is rarely done

Assembly # 2



Assembly # 3

Above Grade Wall



Assembly # 3



Wall is sandwiched between vapour barrier (6 mil poly) 

and vapour retarder (XPS)

There is a misconception that this assembly is accepted 

by the BCBC. It is Not! See notes on the next slides

Extremely low drying potential when exposed to incidental 

moisture

Assembly # 3



Assembly # 3



Assembly # 3

See underlying
assumptions behind
developing this table



Assembly # 3



Assembly # 3

Vapour Permeance of 6 mil
poly is much lower than this
figure! 

Assembly 3 does NOT fall
under the assumption
developed for Table 9.25.5.2



Assembly # 4 

Above Grade Wall



Assembly # 4



While Assembly # 4 is accepted by BCBC under certain 

conditions, there are limitations on using this assembly. 

Read the Appendix for the underlying assumptions for 

Table 9.25.5.2

Verification of site-applied perm rating of the vapour

retarding paint is rarely done

Assembly # 4



Assembly # 4



Assembly # 4



Assembly # 4

What does "no information"
mean to you, and how does
that relate to your projects
and long-term performance?



Assembly # 5

Above Grade Wall



Assembly # 5



Vapour retarder is located on the cold side of the assembly

High risk of condensation on the plywood sheathing

Assembly # 5



Assembly # 6

Above Grade Wall



Assembly # 6



Plywood is sandwiched between two vapour retarders 

(Closed cell spray foam & XPS)

Very low drying potential for plywood and studs when 

exposed to incidental moisture

Utilities (pipes, ducts, wires, etc.) are encapsulated in the 

foam, making the future access to them exceptionally 

challenging and costly for end users when it comes to 

addressing leak, repair, renovation, etc.

Assembly # 6



Assembly # 6



Assembly # 7

Roof / Deck



Assembly # 7



Risk of moisture trap when exposed to incidental moisture

Utilities (pipes, ducts, wires, etc.) are encapsulated in the 

foam, making the future access to them exceptionally 

challenging and costly for end users when it comes to 

addressing leak, repair, renovation, etc.

Assembly # 7



Assembly # 7



Assembly # 7



Assembly # 7



Assembly # 7



Assembly # 7



Assembly # 8

Roof / Deck



Assembly # 8



Prone to moisture problems, known as early as 1960s. 

See notes on the next slides

Ventilation not effective in addressing moisture problems 

Achieving long-term airtight detailing around ceiling 

penetrations (potlight, etc.) very challenging 

Assembly # 8



59

Assembly # 8



60

Assembly # 8



Assembly # 8



We learned this in 1961!. Yet 
we still seem to follow the 
same practice!

Assembly # 8



Assembly # 9

Roof / Deck



Assembly # 9



Structure sandwiched between two vapour barriers

Insulation sandwiched between two vapour barriers

Extremely low drying potential when exposed to incidental 

moisture

Assembly # 9



Assembly # 10

Roof / Deck



Assembly # 10



Structure sandwiched between two vapour barriers

Insulation sandwiched between two vapour barriers

Extremely low drying potential when exposed to incidental 

moisture

Assembly # 10



Assembly # 11

Below Grade Wall



Assembly # 11



Does not follow basic Building science principles 

associated to below grade wall design

The whole wall is sandwiched between vapour barriers (6 

mil poly, dampproofing membrane/drainage mat)

Extremely low drying potential when exposed to incidental 

moisture

Assembly # 11



Canadian Building Digest 13

House Basement

Assembly # 11



Assembly # 12

High Solar Heat Gain Coefficient Window without Shading



Summer 

Overheating



Windows with high solar heat gain coefficient can result in 

excessive solar gain during summer in the absence of 

effective shading strategies (overhang along south, 

exterior blinds along east and west), leading to occupant 

discomfort.

Assembly # 12



Solar Heat Gain 

Coefficient



Overhang



Overhang



Exterior Blind



Exterior Blind



Exterior Blind



Exterior Blind



Exterior Blind



Exterior Blind



Exterior Blind



Exterior Blind



Shade



Assembly # 13

Double-Glazed Window with Low E on Surface # 4



Low E coating applied over the inner pane of IGU in 

double-glazed windows can pose the risk of 

compromised thermal comfort (due to increased rate of 

net radiation heat exchange between our bodies and 

inner pane of glass), and potential risk of condensation     

(due to reduced temperature of the inner pane of 

glass). In addition, the long-term performance of such 

coatings when exposed to window cleaning agents is 

questionable. 

Assembly # 13





IGU



Low E on Surface # 2, and the associated  

impact on the temperature of the                  

inner pane of glass



Low E on 
Surface # 2



Low E on 
Surface # 2



Low E on 
Surface # 2



Low E on Surface # 2 & # 4, and the 

associated impact on the temperature of 

the inner pane of glass



Low E on 
Surface # 2 & # 4



Low E on 
Surface # 2 & # 4



Low E on 
Surface # 2 & # 4



Assemblies 1 to 13 highlighted in the previous slides 

showed some examples of assemblies that lack 

holistic approach towards improving energy efficiency, 

thus posing the risk of compromised long-term 

performance. 



#1 Aim for placement of majority of insulation outboard of 

wall/roof structure.

#2 The optimum location of an air barrier is outboard of 

the wall/roof structure (to minimize interruptions) and at the 

same time inboard of the thermal insulation (to minimize 

convective looping). The sheathing membrane in a fully 

exterior insulated wall meets such configuration.

Incorporation of higher level of thermal insulation and lower 

rate of air leakage needs to be done holistically.       

Following the below tips will put you on that path!



#3 Avoid sandwiching the wall/roof structure (and 

insulation), with vapour barriers/retarders

#4 Locate vapour barriers/retarders on the warm side of 

thermal insulation. Switching to a smart vapour retarding 

membrane, in many instances, will improve the long-term 

performance 

#5 Materials outboard of the thermal insulation 

to be vapour permeable

Incorporation of higher level of thermal insulation and lower 

rate of air leakage needs to be done holistically.       

Following the below tips will put you on that path!



For additional tips on holistic approach towards wall 

and roof/deck design, please refer to below two 

booklets, available at www.hamiddeisgnbuild.com





Builder Consultant

OwnerTrade



Thank you

Questions?

Hamid Heidarali

hamid@hamiddesignbuild.com

hamiddesignbuild.com


